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Today in luxury:

What does a tax cut reveal about China's luxury climate? A lot.

Repatriation of spending is good news for brands with a strong network in China, but any boost to the luxury market
could come too late for others. Read China Decoded to make sense of the market, per Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Some big designers might be skipping the Met Gala this year

A few very familiar fashion names could be missing from this year's Met Gala on May 6, according to Women's
Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Court deals another blow to Marble Ridge in Neiman fight

Debt activist Marble Ridge Capital LP suffered another setback in its litigation against Neiman Marcus Group when a
judge allowed a countersuit by the luxury department store operator to go forward, reports the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire on the Wall Street Journal

Struggling to sell your New York City apartment? Try a "whisper listing"

A tony prewar building on Manhattan's Park Avenue has a sprawling, fully renovated three-bedroom co-op for sale at
a discount. Don't expect to find it on a Web search, says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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